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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this document is to assist commodity purchasing managers and the cluster/ commodity 
teams in assessing the supply risk situation in their commodities. In order to assess this supply risk situation 
several steps need to be taken. The first step is the mapping of the upward supply chain. This step will be 
executed by the purchasing commodity managers. In this report, the upward supply chain maps of two 
commodities will be shown. These maps can be used as a reference. Step two consists of the creation of a 
product portfolio. The result of this product portfolio decides what will be the next step in the creation of 
the supply risk overview. If the result of the product portfolio is that the product is strategic or at least on 
the right side of a diagonal line in the product portfolio figure , the supplier(s) of this product will undergo a 
full supplier risk analysis. This full supplier risk analysis means that both the supplier quick scan (step 3) 
and the supplier risk analysis (step 4) will be executed. Because the line in the product portfolio is diagonal, 
also some of the suppliers that supply products / services that are leverage and bottleneck will undergo a 
full supplier risk analysis . When the result of the product portfolio is that the product/ service is routine or 
at the left side of the diagonal line (can also be leverage and bottleneck), only the supplier quick scan will 
be executed. As a fifth and final step, an NXP attractiveness analysis will be executed in order to find out 
whether NXP is a nuisance, exploitable, core or a development customer to the supplier. Figure 1 provides 
an overview of this process . 

Mapping upward supply 
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Figure 1: Supply risk tool overview 
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2. Step 1: Mapping the upward supply chain 

The first step of the supply risk tool consists of mapping the upward supply chain of a specific commodity. 
Mapping the upward supply chain creates an insight in which suppliers are in a specific commodity's 
supply chain . Other useful information that should also tried to be retrieved , is the (sub)supplier' s market 
share and production capacity. The market shares can be used in order to calculate the He1findahl 
Hirschmann Index (see Figure 2) , and the production capacities can be used in order to take early actions in 
order to prevent possible shortages of a certain material or product. Because the complexity of the upward 
supply chains of some commodities, mapping the supply chain is not possible for every commodity. For the 
commodities in the materials clusters this should be possible. Chemicals , gasses and silicon wafers usually 
do not have a very complicated and long upward supply chain. Mapping the upward supply chain of 
equipment is more difficult. Therefore, the commodity purchasing managers in these clusters can only map 
the upward supply chain of certain strategic parts . 

Calculating the Herfindahl Hirschmann index is not very complicated. The HHI is calculated as follows: 

L (market share) 2
. When a market for example is divided by four organizations, all four representing 

25% market share, the HHI would be 252 +252 +252 +252 =2500. If there would be three organizations with 
market shares of respectively 10%, 20% and 70% the HHI would be 102 +202 + 702 = 5400. The figure 
below shows that the danger line of market concentration is situated at HHI = 1800. In general terms , with 
an HHI below 1000 the market concentration can be characterized as low, between 1000 and 1800 as 
moderate and above 1800 as high (European Communities, 2003). 

2.50D 

2,000 

1,500 

1,000 

50D 

D 

Semiconductor market concentration 
(Herfindahl-Hirschman Index) Forward projection 

(SUMCO+ KEM) 

Post-Merger HHI Above 1800. The D.O.J. regards mar.~ets in this regior, o b. nighly concentrated. 
Where the post-merger HHI exceeds 1800, it will be presumed tilat merger::, producing an increase in 
the HHI or more t/Jan 100 points are likely to create or enhance market power or facilitate its exercise. 

Figure 2: Example of the Hlil 

The rest of this chapter describes the mapping of the upward supply chains. In paragraph 2.1 and 2.2 two 
examples of mapping an upward suppl y chain are indicated. In paragraph 2.1 , the upward supply chain of 
the silicon wafers is described and in paragraph 2.2 the upward supply chain for chamber parts have been 
shown. The information that has been used in these examples has been outdated and should therefore 
not be relied upon! 
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2. 1 Upward supply chain of silicon wafers 

The upward supply chain for silicon wafers is reasonably easy and clear. Polysilicon demand is created 
when semiconductors are produced. The production of semiconductors generates demand for silicon 
wafers, which in turn generates the demand for polysilicon. By using the yield numbers for the production 
of semiconductors and silicon wafers, the demand for polysilicon can be calculated. Figure 3 shows an 
overview of the supply chain of NXP semiconductors concerning the wafer production. 
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Figure 3: Upward supply chain, silicon wafers 
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Figure 3 shows who NXP's suppliers are and the relationships between these suppliers and their suppliers 
(2nd tier). On the right side of the figure it can be seen that there appear to be only several mines where raw 
silicon can be found . Because the names of these mines are not known, the names are indicated as "mine 1-
4". For Silicon on Isolators (SOI) wafers, NXP uses two suppliers and for "no1mal" wafers NXP uses four 
suppliers . Besides the lack of information about the mines , also other information about the silicon wafer 
market is lacking. This information can be retrieved from the " Sage concepts" reports . The information 
that has been used in this example is outdated and should therefore not be relied upon! 

2.2 Upward supply chain of batch chamber parts 

Chamber parts are one of the equipment commodities, which do not have a very long upward supply chain, 
but are extremely important for the production process . Base material for chamber parts is quartz. As can 
be seen in Figure 4, quartz can only be found in two mines . Unimin owns one, the other is owned by 
Feldspar. These mines produce raw quartz. In order to use the quartz so it can be processed, six base 
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material producers are available. The nine quartz fabricators that provide the chamber parts are NXP's 
direct suppliers. 
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Figure 4: Upward supply chain chamber parts 
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Most important is that suppliers and sub-tier suppliers do not phase out the product. Therefore, these 
suppliers and sub-tier suppliers should be closely monitored for their actions. The information that has 
been used in this example is outdated and should therefore not be relied upon! 
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3. Step 2: Product Portfolio 

The second step in the supply risk tool consists of setting up a product portfolio for a specific 
commodity/cluster. This product portfolio will be made from the view point of our business in order to 
evaluate the supply risks directly related to the goods/services purchased. In order to execute the product 
portfolio analysis , the excel file "Supply risk tool" should be opened. Upon opening you will be asked to 
enable macros . Click on "Enable Macros" as shown in Figure 5. 

Microsoft Excel -::-~ ii~ 
\ \NL VNYMAC0 1MSV03\nlv 16954$\Desktop\Afstuderen\AHP\supply risk tool 
(test 28022207). xis contains macros. 

Macros may contain viruses, It is always safe to disable macros, but if the 
macros are legitimate, you might lose some functionality, 

I 1 ......... Disable.Macros ........ J fiore Info 

Figure S: Screenshot "enable macros" 

You will then be asked if you want to update this workbook with changes made to the other workbook. 
Click "No", and the Excel filed will be opened (See Figure 6) 

Microsoft Excel , 

The workbook you opened contains automatic links to information in another workbook. Do you want to update this 
workbook with changes made to the other workbook? 

• To update all linked information, click Yes. 
• To keep the existing information, click No . 

Yes 

Figure 6: Screenshot "update workbook" 

The first sheet ("Prod.Port.form") contains eight questions that need to be answered by the responsible 
commodity purchasing managers together with their cluster/ commodity team. A screenshot of this sheet 
can be found in Figure 7. When these nine or ten (one question is optional and can be added) questions 
have been answered, a fig ure showing the position of the specific product/ service in the product portfolio 
figure can be found (also see Figure 8). This is sheet 2 ("Figure Prod.Portf'). The idea is that the 
commodity purchasing managers first agree with their cluster/ commodity team on the weights of the 
different questions and then fill in the answers "true" or "false" together. An overview and explanation of 
the different questions follows in next paragraph . 
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6] Microsoft Excel - supply risk tool (test file 06032007) ~ ;,-

j D ~ !iii I a ~ ~ 1 t ~ fi <;J j .-, • r , • I ~ I: t- u H I ~ f:i 100% • (1) • 

J .... • ,o • I e I Y I• • ~ m I $ % , ~ .~ I ~ i,- I~. ~. ~ .. 1 
649 · I 

_, 
A B C I D I E F :;J 

1 PRODUCT PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS 
_1_ 

--1. 
___!_ The purpose of this checklist is to Identify the importance of a supplied good/service (For details see supporting checklist) 
5 Product Related S11p1>ly Risk - Focus on risk to NXP by choice or situation for specific goods/ services/ tooV etc 

6 Quantified - Yes or No statement 

I Weight - Level of risk as defined for the whole commodrty group/cluster: You may agree lo have different weight factors. 

JL T/F - Individual check True or False if Yes/No statement is correct 
_Q__ Risk - Multiplation of weight and TRUE (0) or FALSE (1) 
J.Q_ Demonstrated by - Remarks 'Why TRUE or FALSE choosen 
11 
12 Filled In bv: I 
13 Product/Service: I 
14 Business Lin e / F,,b f Site: I 
15 /iiiiiii.ii 16 
17 Product Related Sunniv Risks Quantified Weif1h ltF RISK Demonstrated bv 
18 I 1 to 5 IT oll 
19 S11p 1>lv av,, ilabilitv 2 or more suppliers are capable of supply inq/ser,icini:i this specific QOO J,'service 5 Fil/11 0 
20 Su1>1>ll er (llhlliflc,,tion 2 or more suppliers are released for each process/appl ication oer Fab./i L 3 Fil/ir 0 
21 Shonane In c,1uaclrv Caoacitv with released succliers is in line with NXP demand LT and S 3 Fill in 0 
22 Technic,1 l 1ec1uir emems The rtem is standard/ off-the-shelf available with the supplier 3 Fil/ in 0 
23 Qualitv. Environmental .1nd S.1f The item is standard in te rms of Qualit v/environmental/safetv standard 1 Fill ir 0 
24 lnlfl ,11 Investm ents The item can be used/orocessed without addit ional investments bv NXl 3 Fil/ ii 0 
25 Tr.1nsition time 11 is possible to switch to an other supplier on short notice ' 5 F1/II 0 
26 hnv ortance of the vroduct A shortaae in sui:ii:ilv of this item will not have a direct effect on sales/oro~ Jction 5 F,l in 0 
27 "" 0 ,Ii// in 0 
28 .... o__._ F1Jlin 0 
29 0 Fil/ in 0 
3J 0 Fil/in 0 
31 Total Score 28 0 o ~~ 

~:ri HT◄ ►1►11\ Prod.Portf.form / Fi01JeProd.Portf / f"l,..-l,,.can / RtueOLickscan / IML.tsheet / 5ml risks oer l_!J 

Ready Ir-- ~r----11 
Jt §ta.t i J @ teleg,aa'.rj [2 ... 1 te,ten I ~ M<rosdtPow .. 1 ~Concept 13-04 .. 1 ~Supply,;sktool .. 1 [!Il M<ros<ftVi<io ... Hl!J -rosoftEHt-- !« ~ 0 (!] @ 9,48AM 

Figure 7: Screenshot sheet 1: "Product Portfolio" 

Jo ~ Iii s ~ ::s- I i IQ Ill, s1 I~, •,.• It. :,: r. i i HI or:e ""'"' • oo. 
ra; • I ■i _J..,.. · " - l e I U ,ll'••!!J I $%, '..l! ,~ j;int J~-<l>- A, •.1 

Product Portfolio 

j '" ROUTINE BOni:E-1!;_~~ 

'"'+---~~~ ~-··.c,·:~ 
20 40 110 ao 100 

Pl'odl.ictA...,_•d$4.lt)ply'Rlclr 

Ready 

Pr o;Juc, RalMad Risk 
High • 100%; Low"' O'Y.; Border= 5% 
(Nonnal sea!•] 

Ri.lalivi. Pm cllasintJ Exp•mlilmi. 
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[Log:J,~mic scale! 

@ Current Sit11,1tio11 (1 ST] 

@ rm9e11sou1 

,l 5l..tl J ®w"'-'•·-•··· 1 !) TUl•-~-ob-M .. j ~ -

Figure 8: Screenshot sheet 2: "Figure Product Portfolio" 
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3. 1 Explanation of questions 

Remark: Because the SRS is still under construction, answers related to the SRS-E and SRS-M can be 
different than indicated. 

Question 1: 
"2 or more suppliers are capable of supplying/servicing this specific good/service" 

The answer is : 
• True if in theory two or more companies have the capabiLities, manufacturing and/or service 

and/or innovation, to supply NXP, supported with documentation (magazines, internet, other) to 
proof this . Be careful to identify if the good/service defined is specific enough. When this is not 
the case you should think of defining a separate good/service. 

• False if only one company has the capabilities or if you don ' t know for sure. 

Question 2: 
"Two or more suppliers are released for each process/application of each fab/BL" 

The answer is : 
• True if there is written documentation that two suppliers are fully qualified/released by a fab/BL. 

Also a business agreement on paper is viewed as a poof of this 
• False if per fab a specific process/appLication is released for only one supplier or if you don't know 

for sure 

Question 3: 
"Capacity with released suppliers is in line with NXP demand long tetm (LT) and sho1t term (ST) " 

The answer is : 
• True if there is written agreement with suppliers on capacity in line with both business plans and 

operational needs. 
• False if e.g. during an upturn we experienced in the past or anticipate for the future capacity 

problems, extreme lead-times, or if you don ' t know for sure 

Question 4: 
"The item is standard/ off-the-shelf available with the supplier" 

The answer is : 
• True if the design/set-up of the good/service is not specific to NXP and this good/service can be 

sold, by any supplier of such good/service, to other customers. So, standard/non-customised from 
the viewpoint of a supplier. 

• False if NXP is the only customer able to use the good/service or if you don ' t know for sure. 

Question 5: 
"The item is standard in terms of quaLity/environmental/safety standards" 

A good/service may be standard/non-customised in terms of the design of the good or set-up of the service, 
but site/fab specific requirements for quality or SEH requirements e.g. forced by government or EU 
regulations, might make the product specific again . 

The answer is : 
• True if there are no specific NXP quality , environmental or safety standards/requirements E.g. 

enforced by local legislation. So, no special standards from the viewpoint of a supplier making it 
difficult to sell the product to other customers. 

-8-
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• False if regulations (e.g. CE guidelines) or NXP requirements have major implications or if you 
don't know for sure 

Question 6: 
"The item can be used/processed without additional investments by NXP" 

Next to qualification/release costs (material/interest/staffing/etc.) and adjustments to other machinery/tools 
also development costs should be taken into account. So both time and investments should be taken into 
account. 

The answer is : 
• True if initial investments are marginal 
• False if e.g. a project is required for the release/qualification or you don ' t know for sure 

Question 7: 
"It is possible to switch to an other supplier on short notice" 

The phrase 'alternative source' is used in general meant here is "released alternative source". However, in 
discussion with experts it might be concluded that also non-released resources may be considered to serve 
as alternative because of their know-how and capabilities. 

The answer is: 
• True if within the business environment this switching-time is viewed as "short enough" 

• E.g. for Materials: 3 days 
• E.g. for Equipment: Services and spare parts within l week; new equipment within 2 

months . 
• E.g. for NPR: Service within 1 week 
• E.g. non-released/qualified officially but agreed by the business as alternative source. 

• False if the above is not agreed by the management of the fabs/BL's as "short enough" or it 
prevents us in anyway to switch to an other supplier. Also false if you don't know for sure 

Question 8: 
"A shortage in supply of this item will not have a direct effect on sales/production" 

The answer is: 
• 

• 

True if production is not going down and lead-times to customers/actual sales is not affected . 
Looked at on a level of individual processes because a single process might affect total production. 
False there is a significant effect or if you don't know for sure 

(Optional) Question 9: 
"Enough commercial options to purchase the good/service for the right conditions" 
Included is e.g. market transparency. Excluded e.g. switching time and number of alternative sources. 

• 
• 

True if the market is transparent and there is a good balance between demand and supply . 
False if this is not the case or if you don't know for sure 

Question 10: 
"Percentage of the purchased expenditure" 

In order to answer this question , it first needs to be agreed to which bottom line (Fab/BL, site, BU, PD 
Project, Commodity Group, etc). In principle, the default bottom line spend will equal the spend managed 
by the SBMT (Supply Base Management Team) . Relative costs can for instance be based on the 
expenditures per product group and the total PD expenditures on Materials for a specific year. 

-9-
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3.2 Conclusions on the product portfolio 

From the results of the product portfolio analysis, it will be decided whether step 3 will be the supplier 
quick scan or the full supplier risk analysis which consist of both the supplier quick scan and the supplier 
risk analysis. If a specific product/ service is situated on the right side of the black diagonal line, the next 
step will be the full supplier risk analysis. If it is situated on the left side of the black diagonal line, the next 
step will consist of the supplier quick scan. Figure 9 shows the product portfolio with the black diagonal 
line. 

Product Portfolio 

STRATEGIC 

___.J Step 1,2, 3, 4and5 

0 

Step 1, 2, 3 and 5 

Figure 9: Product portfolio 
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4. Step 3: The supplier quick scan 

Step 3 of the supply risk tool consist of the supplier quick scan (sheet 3 and 4 in the excel file, see Figure 
10 and Figure 11). 

j D r.i' I.I S l¼ ::>- I .I, IQ Ii!, <1 I •0 • • • ·Iii. E f. t i i i I lil r:iJ" os•• - 11) • 

85< -r 
] """ • 10 • I a I g I• 'if al Ill I Iii % , '..;l .~ J ,r l;f = • <I>• ~ • .I 

4 Th• purpou of ch•ckllst is to u uss a sp•ciflc suppll•r 
5 St1p1>1NH" Rel.-ed5ut}plyRi flls- Focuson risktromaspecif1esupplierin tfflMof pt>'1orlllllilC!l or iderntlll slullllion 
6 OtlMlllln&<I - Spect1lc .tem lo be IMHtHd 

7 lmpM:t - lhc ~ toct«tl'd: ~thc levelol mk 02Soefned ior ol wpp1or, otttis CO!MIOdty groop 
8 Occ1• .wi.ce -Thechanc.eAevel to 'Nhichlhe rislc m"Y oca11)) 
9 Rldl - JloU:~ot ~ ad.-ldchtnc! 

OCn M>11Mro11:ed by- Reir.«k, why Chance d'm«I 

. ...,,, 
Jl' St .. l 1 ~ WOC~·L""-'N---1 ,_ 

,,-,u;,,--, 
l~fmlmesterthtsls ... 1!)~fnal- .. 1i!)~risk tool ma .1=11!i1~----..... - ""- .. - --- l«0 r!l e 0 10:36 AM 

Figure 10: Screenshot sheet 3: "Supplier quick scan" 

Q "11uosoft Excel - supply risk tool 06032007 ~ 

Jo ~ !iii I a I].~ I i ~ iei, ~ I ..., · "' ·It. i: ,. ~1 i i I !Mi r:@ es.,. • (J) • 

J55 

J Aria • 10 • l e I u == ~ == m I s % • j)g . ~ t 

Suppll&r Oulckscan 

logis tics 

M-~m~ 
100 

Mlri.•tingloostom..._, 

Suppler rel.lll:ed su1>1>ly tlsk 
LowRisk•O% 
1-igh Ristc • 100% 

Figure 11: Screenshot sheet 4: "Figure Quickscan" 

In this supplier quick scan, the focus is on six different areas to rate a supplier: Management, Financial 
soundness, Marketing / Customer support, Q&R / Innovation / R&D, Manufacturing/ Servicing and 
Logistics. The idea is that the commodity purchasing managers first agree with their cluster/ commodity 
team on the impact factors of the different pa.its and then fill in the occurrence pa.its together. An 
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explanation of the different ratings can be found in Figure 12. When the cluster /commodity teams agree 
that the factor should be between "3 and 5" or "l and 3" , also an occurance score of "2" and "4" can be 
chosen. 

Occurence Explanation 
Score 5 (High risk) Several risk are identified, the impact for ow· business is not analyzed but assumed 

high and plans for containment just started. 
Score 3 Risks are analyzed and containment/ contingency actions progressing as plan 
Score 1 (Low risk) No supplier risks but also no written proof that any supplier risk is not dealt with 
Score O (No risk) No supplier risks unidentified or not dealt with, the impact is marginal because of 

contingency actions are taken and all necessary documentation supporting this low 
risk are available 

Figure 12: Explanation of occurrence scores 

Paragraph 4.1 explains how the different questions in the different areas should be interpreted. 

4. 1 Explanation of questions 

Remark: Because the SRS is still under construction, answers related to the SRS-E and SRS-M can be 
different than indicated. 

Area 1: Management 

Question 1: 
"High people turnover, absenteeism or mismanagement " 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
• Clear evidence of low absenteeism 
• Clear evidence of low people tw·nover 
• Clear evidence of investments in its people 
• Clear evidence of encouraging improvement team/ local work groups 
• Clear evidence of good communication across the business 
• Customer satisfaction is key issue in written company targets 
• Clear evidence of pursuing a philosophy of continuous improvement 
• Clear evidence of improved key business processing using TQM or other related technique 
• Receptive to joint customer/ supplier initiatives 

Question 2: 
"Relevant contracts, NDA and Service Level Agreement not in place" 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
• Contracts agreed (e.g. also volume Price Agreement- VPA) 
• Non Disclosw·e Agreement (NDA) agreed and no complaints about leaking information via 

publications or other 
• Service Level Agreement agreed (SLA) 
• Agreement of ownership of IP (e.g. Drawings, Software, Source codes of software) 
• Agreement of ownership of tools (e.g. Moulds, Machinery) 
• Safety system agreed and in place (e.g. conformance with safety law on site NXP) 
• Environmental Security System agreed and in place (e.g. prevention of leakage on site XP) 

Question 3: 
"Political I Social I Legislative issues e.g. reputation" 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
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■ 

■ 

No pending legislation that will affect manufacturing or import/ export 
Company is stable (e.g. no strikes, downsizing or new management) 
No political instability foreseen 

■ 

■ 

■ 

■ 

No child labor or exploitation of people incl. sub-suppliers 
No financial scandals (e.g. fraud , overdue accounts, bribery) 
No political involvement (e.g. by supporting non-democratic regimes 
No environmental scandals (e .g. pollution of nature or city) 
No safety scandals (e.g . people have become ill or died) 

■ All the above (when possible) in relation to SRS Materials - Quality - Commitment to 
Environmental petformance 

Area 2: Financial soundness 

Question 4: 
"Payment difficulties or losses " 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
• Supplier is able to pay the bills (3 year trend): Quick ratio= (cutTent assets - stock)/cutTent 

liabilities > l 
■ 

■ 

Able to make profit (3 year trend): Net Profit Margin = (Net income I Net sales) * l 00% > 0 
No risk for unfriendly take-over: No extreme low stock price 

■ Dun and Bradstreet reports 

Question 5: 
"Financial problem to cover a significant volume increase I decrease " 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
• Able to borrow/ attract new money (3 year trend): ROE= (Net income I Average owner ' s equity) 

* 100% =12 - 15% 
• Able to use financial buffers for problems (3 year trend): Debt ratio = Debts / Assets * l 00% < 

70% 
■ Dun and Bradstreet reports 

Question 6: 
"Negative influence of any of our competitors with this supplier" 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
• Percentage of control (e.g. stock) over the company by competitors< 30% 
• Percentage of turnover by competitor <30% 
• Indications that the quality of products, services and innovation for NXP by a supplier is lacking 

because of direct or indirect influence by any of our competitors. Intended or non-intended. 
• The legal structure does not imply 1isks: Clear legal structure and ownership 

Question 7: 
"Increase of turnover does not follow at minimal inflation trend" 

When answering this question think about the following item: 
• Absolute turnover by NXP (3 year trend): Increase of turnover follows at minimal inflation trend. 

Area 3: Marketing I Customer Support 

Question 8: 
"Signs of phase out of the goods I service in the supplier's product range " 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
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• The product range is complete 
• No signs of phase out of the goods service in the supplier's product range 
• Roadmaps are fully aligned and progress is made as expected 

In relation to (when possible) SRS Equipment- Technology - Supplier technology roadmap vs 
NXP requirement 

• Management of productivity/ efficiency: Cost of ownership reduction of minimal 5% 

Question 9: 
"Complaint from NXP employees about their service " 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
• Development in customer service/ responsiveness: No complaint from employees about their 

service. For all complaints communicated within 12 hours how they will be dealt with. 
In relation to SRS Materials - Quality - Product quality AND Response to quality complaints 
In relation to SRS Equipment- Responsiveness - Responsiveness to Quality issue AND 
Effectiveness of response 

• Proactive in providing information : Problems are always recognized+ communicated by the 
supplier first 

Area 4: Q&R I Innovation I R&D 

Question 10: 
"Issues with quality improvement, innovation and R&D" 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
• Management of product/service quality improvement: Quality improvement projects are agreed 

and progressing as plan 
• Management of technological innovation : Innovation projects are agreed and progressing as plan 

Question 11: 
"Concerns about the Quality pe1formance" 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
• There is an agreed Supplier Quality System or anything similar 
• Compatibility of quality policy with NXP requirements 
• Soundness of the quality system: No complaints about the agreed targets 

In relation to SRS Materials - Quality - Product quality 
In relation to SRS Equipment- Quality - Supplier Quality system and ISO standard 

• Product/process quality control: No complaints about quality procedures 
In relation to SRS Materials - Quality - Statistical process control 

Question 12: 
"Concerns if it is core-business and core-competency of the supplier" 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
• The suppliers has competencies in line with needs at NXP proving it is core-business and core

competency of the supplier 
• Exact number of people with design capabilities to outsource design activities to; Including 

organisational structure of the involved deprutments and management commitment to enable 
design work for NXP 

• Co-operation/integration in NXP PCP process : Suppliers' management & development staff is 
capable; Cleru· evidence of the willingness to co-operate with 
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Question 13: 
"Complaints on willingness to co-operate with us" 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
• Number of complaints about the service 
• Reliability, Time-to-Market: Development projects are agreed and progressing as plan 

Area 5: Manufacturing I Servicing 

Question 14: 
"Complaints on delivered goods/service" 

When answering this question think about the following item: 
• In relation to SRS Materials - Quality - Product quality 
• In relation to SRS Equipment- Quality- Quality complaints 

Question 15: 
"Reason to assume the supplier is lacking maniifacturing capability" 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
• Manufacturability (No unforeseen changes in level of compliance with the TPD spec, No 

unforeseen changes in how good/service is delivered/packed) 

Area 6: Logistics 

Question 16: 
"Inflexible to organize a volume increase/decrease with NXP" 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
• Volume and mix flexibility : Able to deal with 30% turnover or decrease with NXP when 

downturn; Able to increase volume by 30% with NXP when upturn 
• Speed and flexibility (Batch volumes and delivery moments in line with our needs) 
• Management of lead-time reduction , delivery pe1formance, flexibility , etc.: Logistic improvement 

projects are agreed and progressing as plan 
• Logistic Systems in place e.g. Kanban, Stock/Inventory control, Tracing-tracking 

Question 17: 
"Complaints about the delivery times" 

When answering this question think about the following item: 
• Quality of supporting logistic systems : No complaints about the delivery times; An MRP system 

is installed; Able to inform directly where ordered goods are located at any time 
In relation to SRS Material - Delivery - Delivery performance RLIP AND Incidents of premium 
freight 
In relation to SRS Equipment- Logistics - Delivery performance AND Lead time 

Question 18: 
"Signs of bad management of the supplier 's supply base" 

When answering this question think about the following items: 
• Supplier sourcing capabilities: Supplier has 2nd source within one week when own factory down 
• Supply base pe1formance: Supplier has shown proof of supply control e.g. similar checklists 
• Supplier sourcing stability: No complaints on delivery as a result of supplier-supplier dependency 
• Management of supply chain integration: Reduction of stock levels of min 5% 
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4.2 Conclusions on the supplier quick scan 

When all answers to all questions are entered in the excel sheet, they results in a spider diagram. In the 
excel file this is sheet 4 "Figure quickscan". This diagram shows what the risk areas of a specific supplier 
are. When the web is very small (between 0-20), that specific risk area is relatively small . Risks values 
between 80-100 in the web are considered as high risks. An example of the resulting figure of the supplier 
quick scan can be found in Figure 13. 

Logistics Financial Soundness 

Manufacturing 

Figure 13: Example supplier quick scan 
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5. Step 4: Supplier risk analysis 

As ah-eady mentioned in chapter 4, step 4 consists of a method for ranking the suppliers and the supply 
risks they bring to NXP. The method is based on Analytical Hierarchy Processing in which the risk 
categories and risk factors are being pair-wise compared. On top of this , an assessment on the occmTence of 
these risk factors per supplier needs to be made. The total procedure of the supplier risk analysis therefore 
consists of: 

• A pair-wise comparison of supply 1isk categories 
• A pair-wise comparison of all supply risk factors 
• An assessment of the probabilities of these risk factors per supplier 

In order to fill in the data for the supplier risk analysis, sheet 5 "Input sheet" , needs to be opened. On the 
top of this sheet it can be seen that three different risk categories have been stated: Supplier controllable, 
supplier partially controllable and supplier uncontrollable risk. On the right side of these supply risk 
categories, the coITesponding supply risk factors can be found. In the following paragraph, an explanation 
of the data input procedure will be given. 

5. 1 Explanation of questions 

Remark: Because the SRS is still under construction, answers related to the SRS-E and SRS-M can be 
different than indicated. 

Question la: 
"Comparison of the importance of the supply risk categories" 
(Also see Figure 14) 

Microsoft E,ccel supply m;k tool (test 28022201) -" 

]D ~ r.t Je[?i. ~1 i iii> lf!,-O J "1 . C'• ·I'& :i: ,. u u Jn f:i es¾ . 11.1 . 
,J Arial • ,o • I a I JI J 11' • ,. m 1 $ % , '.;ii.~] t~ t~ I=. !lo. a, .. ] 

Figure 14: Screenshot Sheet 5: "Question la" 

In this part of the supplier risk analysis, a comparison needs to be made between the importances of the 
three supply risk categories: Supplier controllable, supplier partially controllable and supplier 
uncontrollable. The answers that can be chosen run from "extremely less important" through "equally 
important" to "extremely more important". The input of these pair-wise comparisons needs to be filled in 
under the "Fill in" box. Click the box to open the possible entries and choose an entry depending on how 
much more or less important the category on the left is compared to the factor on the right. When all 
comparisons have been entered (in this case three) , the box below indicates whether your inputs have been 
consistent or inconsistent. 

Inconsistency can best be explained by using an example: 
If "Supplier controllable risks" are somewhat more important than "Supplier partially controllable risks" 
and "Supplier partially controllable risks" are somewhat more important than "Supplier uncontrollable 
risks" then "Supplier controllable risks" must be at least definitely more important than "Supplier 
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uncontrollable risks". If this is not the case, for instance when definitely less important would be chosen, 
the entered comparison data would contradict. 

The button "Find inconsistency l" can be clicked when the data is inconsistent. Cells "E41-E43" then show 
what three data entries are contradicting. Of course it is logical which three categories are contradicting 
because there are only three comparisons made! For the next data entry however (question lb), this is much 
harder to find . When the button "Find inconsistency l" is clicked when the entries are not contradicting, the 
program will indicate that the matrix is already consistent. 

Question lb: 
"Comparison of the impacts of the supply risk fa ctors in the supplier controllable risk category" 
(Also see Figure 15) 

, Microsoft EKcel - supply n!ik tool (test 28022207) · - ~ 

J@ !:le i;dt :;iew Insert Fqrmat Iools 11ata 'l!)rdow t!elo 

JO ~ r.1 1 a~ ::r- 1 :i ~II:!,~ , . .,.,. r , ·I <& I: r- t i i i I Ori" BS% • (J). 

J •n.i • ,o • I a z ll I !!!c ~ ~ m I $ % • :o'I .~& I ~~ i:~ 1 . "' • ~ • .1 
D73 

A 

b Choose t>etwoen: 

Figure 15: Screenshot sheet S: "Question lb" 

rid t.ctor IHr COlltroll•bl• 
Cc:ll!J)C!lredto cost 

-~ COIT'f)8fed to delivery performance 
~ corrpw:ed to p-cn.dion cepecty 

In this patt of the supplier risk analysis , a comparison needs to be made between the impacts of the six 
supply risk factors in the supplier controllable risk category. The answers that can be chosen run from 
"extremely less impact" through "Equal impact" to "Extremely bigger impact". The input of these pair wise 
comparisons needs to be filled in under the "Fill in" box. Click the box to open the possible entries and 
choose an entry depending on how much more or less impact the category on the left is compared to the 
factor on the right. When all comparisons have been entered (in this case 15), the box below indicates 
whether your inputs have been consistent or inconsistent. 

The button "Find inconsistency 2" can be clicked when the data is inconsistent. Cells "F7 l -F73" then show 
which three data entries are most contradicting. The comparisons between these three supply risk factors 
need to be altered in order to get a consistent mab·ix. When, after altering these comparisons, the box still 
indicates that your input is inconsistent, this process needs to be repeated. Again click on the button "Find 
inconsistency 2" and alter the supply risk factors that are indicated . If, after altering the comparisons five 
times, the box still indicates that your entries are inconsistent or you cannot change the entries requested , 
you will have to start from the beginning. Your initial comparisons have been too inconsistent and 
repeating the "Find inconsistency" procedure, will result in incorrect results. When the button "Find 
inconsistency 2" is clicked when the entries are not contradicting, the program will indicate that the matrix 
is already consistent. 
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Question le: 
"Comparison of the impact of the supply risk factors in the supplier partially controllable risk category" 

In this part of the full supplier analysis, a comparison needs to be made between the impacts of the seven 
supply risk factors in the supplier partially controllable risk category. The answers that can be chosen run 
from "extremely less impact" to "Equal impact" to "Extremely bigger impact". The input of these pair wise 
comparisons needs to be filled in under the "Fill in" box . Click the box to open the possible entries and 
choose an entry depending on how much more or less impact the category on the left is compared to the 
factor on the right. When all comparisons have been entered (in this case 21) , the box below indicates 
whether your inputs have been consistent or inconsistent. 

The button "Find inconsistency 3" can be clicked when the data is inconsistent. Cells F97-F99 then show 
which three data entries are most contradicting. The comparisons between these three supply risk factors 
need to be altered in order to get a consistent matrix . When, after altering these comparisons, the box still 
indicates that your input is inconsistent, this process needs to be repeated. Again, click on the button "Find 
inconsistency 3" and alter the supply risk factors that are indicated. If, after altering the comparisons five 
times , the box still indicates that your entries are inconsistent or you cannot change your entries requested, 
you will have to start from the beginning. Your initial comparisons have been too inconsistent and 
repeating the "Find inconsistency" procedure, will result in incorrect results . When the button "Find 
inconsistency 3" is clicked when the entries are not contradicting, the program will indicate that the matrix 
is already consistent. 

Question ld: 
"Comparison of the impact of the supply risk f actors in the supplier uncontrollable risk category" 

In this part of the full supplier analysis , a comparison needs to be made between the impacts of the six 
supply risk factors in the supplier uncontrollable risk category. The answers that can be chosen run from 
"extremely less impact" to "Equal impact" to "Extremely bigger impact". The input of these pair wise 
comparisons needs to be filled in under the "Fill in" box. Click the box to open the possible entries and 
choose an entry depending on how much more or less impact the category on the left is compared to the 
factor on the right. When all comparisons have been entered (in this case 15), the box below indicates 
whether your inputs have been consistent or inconsistent. 

The button "Find inconsistency 4" can be clicked when the data is inconsistent. Cells Fl 17-Fl 19 then show 
which three data entries are most contradicting. The comparisons between these three supply risk factors 
need to be altered in order to get a consistent matrix . When, after altering these comparisons, the box still 
indicates that your input is inconsistent, this process needs to be repeated. Again click on the button "Find 
inconsistency 4" and alter the supply risk factors that are indicated. If, after altering the comparisons five 
times, the box still indicates that your entries are inconsistent or you cannot change your entries requested, 
you will have to start from the beginning. Your initial comparisons have been too inconsistent and 
repeating the "Find inconsistency" procedure, will result in incorrect results. When the button "Find 
inconsistency 4" is clicked when the entries are not contradicting, the program will indicate that the matrix 
is already consistent. 
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Question 2: 
"Enter the probability factors for the supply risk factors per supplier " 
(Also see Figure 16) 

JD r..: liil l e!H?i.~ l :t~l!ll<:I •~ · 0 • · 11>: r- t ll.l O f:ij" 65" •~. 

J""' . " . a I ll 1., • ,. m 1111 % , '.'8 .~ I •1< •1< _ · e- • ~ • .1 
C135 • 21 -'.ll¾ probabil~ 

B C 

120 Fill In the i:;,,robability per supplier per suppty risk factor 
121 

Figure 16: Screenshot sheet 5: "Probability factors" 

Supply risk tool manual 

In this prut of the supplier risk analysis, a probability factor per supplier per supply risk factor needs to be 
entered. This will be done based on other tools available at NXP, statistical information, or educated 
guesses . In this test tool, a maximum of three suppliers can be compru·ed at once. 
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Quality: 

Base the entries on the quality sections of the SRS-E and SRS-M. 
• For SRS-E refer to the section of "Quality" (total 20 points): 

1. Supplier quality system audit results ( 10 points) 
2. Quality complaints ( 10 points) 
and "Responsiveness" (total 10 points): 
1. Responsiveness to quality issue (5 points) 
2. Effectiveness of the response (5 points) 

■ For SRS-M refer to the "Quality" section (total 40 points): 
1. Product quality (10 points) 
2. Statistical process control based on CPK value (5 points) 
3. Response to quality complaints (10 points) 
4. ISO standard, supplier audit, commitment to quality (10 points) 
5. Commitment to environmental pe1formance (5 points) 

■ If no SRS-E or SRS-M can be used , refer to the right column 

Probability SRS-E SRS-M Other criteria 
0-10% 28-30 points 37-40 points Supplier is ISO 9001 :2000 and 14001 certified; Supplier is evaluated by 

the SQS and SPC-data (Cpk etc); No quality complaints in the last year; 
Suoolier is committed to environmental standards 

11-20% 25-27 points 33-36 points Supplier is ISO 9001 :2000 and 14001 certified; Supplier is evaluated by 
the SQS and SPC-data (Cpk etc); No quality complaints in the last yea r; 

Suoolier is not committed to env ironmenta l standards 

21-30% 22-24 points 29-32 points Supplier is ISO 9001 :2000 and 14001 certified; Supplier is evaluated by 
the SQS and SPC-data (Cpk etc); One or more quality complain ts in the 

last vear; Suoolier is not committed to environmental standards 

31-40% 19-21 points 25-28 points Supplier is ISO 9001 :2000 and 14001 certified; Supplier is not evaluated 
by the SQS or SPC-data (Cpk etc); One or more quality complaints in the 

last vear; Suoolier is not committed to environmental standards 

41-50% 16-18 points 21-24 points Supplier is not ISO 900 1:2000 and 1400 1 certified; Supplier is evaluated 
by the SQS and SPC-data (Cpk etc); No quality complaints in the las t 

year; Suoolier is committed to environmental standards 

51-60% 13-15 points 17 -20 points Supplier is not ISO 9001:2000 and 14001 certified; Supplier is evaluated 
by the SQS and SPC-data (Cpk etc) ; No quality complaints in the last 

year; Supplier is not committed to environmental standards 

61-70% 10-12 points 13-16 points Supplier is not ISO 9001:2000 and 14001 certified; Supplier is evaluated 
by the SQS and SPC-data (Cpk etc) ; One or more quality complaints in 

the last vear; Suoolier is not committed to environmental standards 

71-80% 7-9 points 9-12 points Supplier is not ISO 9001:2000 and 14001 certified; Supplier is not 
eva luated by the SQS or SPC-data (Cpk etc); No quality complaints in 

the last vear; Suoolier is committed to environmental standards 

81-90% 4-6 points 5-8 points Supplier is not ISO 9001:2000 and 14001 certified; Supplier is not 
evaluated by the SQS or SPC-data (Cpk etc); No quality complaints in 

the last year; Supplier is not committed to environmental standards 

91-100% 0-3 points 0-4 points No ISO 9001 :2000 or 1400 I certification and not rated by SQS or SPC-
data (Cok etc) ; one or more aualitv comnlaints in !lie las t vear 
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Cost: 

Base the entries on the cost sections of the SRS-E and SRS-M. 
• For SRS-E refer to the "Price/Cost" section (total 25 points): 

l. Cost breakdown (5 points) 
2. Cost reduction (15 points) 
3. Warranty/lifespan (5 points) 

• For SRS-M refer to the "Cost" section (total 30 points): 
I. Price management (10 points) 
2. Cost and financial management (5 points) 
3. Payment terms & advanced logistics solution (10 points) 
4. Purchasing operation excellence (5 points) 

• If no SRS-E or SRS-M can be used, refer to the right column 

Probability SRS-E SRS-M Other criteria 
0-10% 23-25 points 28-30 points Supplier contributes to NXP's cost reduction program ; Supplier bas future cost 

down plans; Supp lier shares cost in fo rma tion; payment tenns >= 90 days; 
Supplier is e-procurement capable (e.g. Prisma); Warranty/ lifespan is good 

11-20% 21-22 points 25-27 points Supplier contributes to NXP's cost reduction program; Supplier has future cost 
down plans; Supplier shares cost in fo rmation ; Payment terms>= 85 days; 

Supplier is e-procurement capable (e.g. Prisma) 

21 -30% 18-20 points 22-24 points Supplier contributes to NXP's cost reduction program; Supplier has future cost 
down plans; Supplier shares cost information ; Payment tenns >= 80 days; 

Suon lier is not e-orocurement caoable (e. 2. Prisma) 

31 -40% 16- 17 points 19-21 points Supplier contributes to NXP' s cost reduction program; Supplier bas future cost 
down plans; Supplier does not share cos t information; Payment terms>= 80 

days; Supplier is not e-procurement capable (e.g. Prisma) 

41-50% 13-15 points 16-18 points Supplier contributes to NXP's cost reduction program; Supplier bas future cost 
down plans; Supplier does not share cost information; Payment tenns >= 75 

davs; Suoolier is not e-orocurement caoable (e.!!.. Prisma) 

51 -60% 11 -12 points 13-15points Supplier does not contributes to NXP's cost reduction program ; Supplier bas 
future cost down plans; Supplier does not share cos t information; Payment 

terms>= 75 davs; Supplier is not e-orocurement caoable (e.2. Prisma) 

61-70% 8-10 points 10-12 points Supplier does not contributes to NXP's cost reduction program; Supplier bas 
future cost down plans; Supplier does not share cost information; Payment 

terms >= 70 davs; Supplier is not e-procurement capable (e.g. Prisma) 

71-80% 6-7 points 7-9 points Supplier does not contributes to NXP's cost reduction program; Supplier has 
future cost down plans; Supplier does not share cost information; Payment 

terms >= 60 days; Supplier is not e-procurement capable (e.g. Prisma) 

81-90% 3-5 points 4-6 points Supplier does not conrributes to NXP's cost reduction program; Supplier bas no 
future cost down plans; Supplier does not share cost information ; Payment 

tenns >= 60 da ys; Supplier is not e-procurement capable (e.g. Prisma) 

91-100% 0-2 points 0-3 points Supplier does not contribute to NXP's cost reduction program ; Supplier has no 
future cost down plans; Supplier does not share cost information ; payment 

terms < 60 days; Supplier is not e-procurement capable (e.g. Prisma); Warranty 
/ lifespan is not good 
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Delivery: 

■ 

■ 

■ 

For equipment, refer to the "Logistics" section of the SRS-E (total 20 points): 
1. Delivery performance (Measured in RLIP) (10 points) 
2. Lead-time (Parts and consumables) (5 points) 
3. Lead-time (Equipment and consumables (5 points) 

For materials , refer to the "Delivery" section of the SRS-M (total 15 points): 
l. Delivery performance RLIP (Requested Line Item Petformance) (10 points) 
2. Incidents of premium freight (5 points) 

If no SRS-E or SRS-M can be used, refer to the right column. In this case what the delivery 
petformance standards for materials and equipment are. 

Probability SRS-E SRS-M Other criteria 
0-10% 20 points 15 points Delivery performance RUP is 100% depending on product / service; 

Short lead time; No incidents of premium freight 

11-20% 18 points 13 points Delivery perfo rmance RLIP is >=99% or >=95 % depending on product / 
service; Short lead time, No incidents of oremium freight 

21-30% 16 points 10 points Delivery performance RLIP is >=99% or >=95% depending on product / 
service; Short lead time, 1 incident o f premium freight in a Quarter 

31-40% 14 points 9 points Delivery perfonnance RLIP is >=97% or >=90% depending on product / 
service; Short lead time, No incidents of premium freight 

41 -50% 12 points 8 points Delivery performance RLIP is >=99% or >=95 % depending on product / 
service, More than 2 incidents of oremium freight in a auarter 

51-60% 10 points 6 points Deli very performance RLIP is high >=95% or >=90% depending on 
product / service; 1 incident of premium fre i_g ln in a quarter 

61-70% 7 points 5 points Delivery performance RL IP is <95% or <90% depending on product / 
service; No incidents of premium freight in a quarter 

71-80% 5 points 4 points Delivery performance RLIP is high >=95 % or >=90% depending on 
product / service; More than 2 incidents of premium fre ight in a quarter 

81-90% 2 points 2 points Delivery performance is <95 %) or <90% depending on product/ service; 
Long lead time; 1 incident of premium freight in a quarter 

91-100% 0 points 0 points Delivery perfo rmance is <95%) or <90% depending on product / service; 
Lon_g lead time; More than 2 incidents on premium freight 
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Capacity: 

For the probability factors for capacity problems refer to the map of the supply chain from step l of this 
supply 1isk tool. For equipment, capacity also depends on the lead-time. 

In case of no criteria (SRS-E, SRS-M or Other) in the table, it is up to the cluster team to decide what 
probability factor will be indicated. 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% No constraint in capacity from direct supplier; no constraint from any sub supplier; No 

constraint from source material; No single source in supply chain , Short lead-time for 
equipment 

11-20% 
21-30% 
31-40% 

41-50% 
51-60% 
61 -70% 
71-80% 
81-90% 
91-100% Constraints in capacity from direct supp lier; Constraints from one or more sub-supplier; 

Constraints from source material ; More than 4 single sources in supply chain, Long lead-
time for equipment 
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Flexibility 

Base the entries on sections of the SRS-E and SRS-M and the cluster / commodity team' s feeling. 
• For SRS-E, refer to "Support" section (total 6 points): 

l. Sharing best practices (3 points) 
2. Sharing technological knowledge (3 points) 

And "Technology" (total 10 points) 
l. Supplier technology roadmap vs NXP requirements (10 points) 

• For SRS-M, refer to "Technology" section (total 15 points): 
2. Access to technology and best practice (10 points) 
3. Qualification (re-qualification) support (5 points) 

• If no SRS-E or SRS-M can be used, refer to the right column 
In case of no criteria (SRS-E, SRS-M or Other) in the table, it is up to the cluster team to decide what 
probability f actor will be indicated. 

Probability SRS-E SRS-M Other criteria 
0-10% 16 points 15 points Supplier is willing to share best practices; Supplier is willing to share 

technological knowledge; Supplier technology roadmap is compati ble 
with NXP requirements; Suoolier suooons NXP with (re)qual itication 

11-20% 
21-30% 13 points 
31-40% 10 points Supplier is willing to share best practices; Sup plier is willing to share 

technological knowledge; Supplier technology roadmap is compatible 
with NXP requirements 

41 -50% 10 points Supplier is not willing to share best practices; Supplier is willing to share 
technological knowledge; Supplier technology roadmap is compatible 

with NXP requirements 

51-60% Supplier is not willing to share best practices; Supplier is not willing to 
share technologica l knowledge; Supplier technology roadmap is 

compatible with NXP requirements 

61 -70% 6 points 5 points 
71 -80% 3 points 
81 -90% Supp lier is not willing to share best practices; Supplier is not willing to 

share techno logical knowledge; Supplier technology roadmap is not 
comoati ble with NXP requi rements 

91-100% 0 points 0 points n.a. 

Financial health 

Refer to Reports of Dun and Bradstreet. 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% D&B rating 3A(A) l , 4A(A) 1 or SA(A) I and no recent negative signs 

11-20% D&B rating 3A(A) I , 4A(A) I or SA(A) I 

21-30% D&B rating ri sk level (final digit) = I and no recent negati ve signs 

3 1-40% D&B rating ri sk level (final digit) = 1 

41-50% D&B rating risk level (final digit) = 2 and no recent negative signs 

51-60% D&B rati ng risk level (final digit) = 2 

61 -70% D&B rating ri sk level (final digit) = 3 and no recent negative signs 

71-80% D&B rating risk level (final digit) = 3 

81-90% D&B rating risk level (final digit) = 4 and no recent nega tive signs 

91 -100% D&B rating ri sk level (final digit) = 4 
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Accidents 

Refer to the supplier 's certifications (Ohsas and/or EMAS), contingency plans and historical facts . 

In case of no criteria (SRS-E, SRS-M orOther) in the table, it is up to the cluster team to decide what 
probability factor will be indicated. 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% Supplier is Ohsas 18001 certified and/or EMAS managed; No accident that can cause a supply di sruption for NXP 

happened in the last 2 years; Supplier has proof of Business Contingency Plans in case of an accident that could 
disrupt suppl y for NXP 

11-20% 
21-30% Supplier is Ohsas 18001 certified and/or EMAS managed; No accident that can cause a supply di sruption for NXP 

happened in Lhe last 2 years; Supplier has no proof of Business Contingency Plans in case of an accident that could 
disrupt supply fo r NXP 

31-40% 
41 -50% Supplier is Ohsas 18001 certified and/or EMAS managed; Accidents that (could have) caused a sup ply di sruption 

fo r NXP occurred in the last 2 years ; Supplier has proof of Business contingency plans in case of an accident that 
could disrupt supply for NXP 

51-60% 
61-70% Supplier is ne ither Ohsas 18001 certified and/or EMAS managed; Accidents that (could have) caused a suppl y 

disruption for NXP occurred in the last 2 years; Supplier has no proof of Business Contingency Plans in case of an 
acc ident that could di srupt supply for NXP 

71-80% 
81-90% 
91-100% Supplier is not Ohsas 18001 certified or EMAS managed; Accidents that (could have) caused a supply di sruption 

for NXP happened in the last 2 years; Supplier has no proof of Business Contingency Plans in case of an accident 
that could disrupt suoPlv for NXP 

Supplier market strength 

Refer to the Hill (explained in chapter 2) and the supplier's market share. 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% HHT < I 000 and 0% < supplier market share < l 0% 

11-20% HHT < I 000 and l l % < supplier market share < 20% 

21-30% HHI < l000 and 21 % < supplier market share< 30% 

31-40% 1000<HHl<l800 

41-50% 1000<HHl<l800 and supplier market share> 5% 

51-60% 1000<HHl<l800 and supplier market share> 10% 

61-70% 1 000<HHI< 1800 and supplier market share> 20% 

71-80% HHT >1800 

81-90% HHT >l 800 and supplier market share is> 50% 

91-100% HHT > 1800 and supplier market share is l 00% 
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Labor strikes 

Refer to supplier location and historical facts . Cluster/ commodity teams decide what the probability level 
will be. 

In case of no criteria (SRS-E, SRS-M or Other) in the table, it is up to the cluster team to decide what 
probability factor will be indicated. 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% 
11-20% 
21-30% 
31-40% 
41-50% 
51-60% 
61-70% 
71-80% 
81-90% 
91-100% 

Sub-tier supplier 

Refer to info,mation about the suppliers in the upward supply chain. 

In case ofno criteria (SRS-E, SRS-M or Other) in the table, it is up to the cluster team to decide what 
probability factor will be indicated. 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% Upward suppl y chain investigated and no single source present; 

Also no capacity problems 

11-20% 
21-30% Upward supply chain investigated and one single source present; 

No capacitv problems 

31-40% 
41-50% Upward supply chain in vestigated and one single source 

situations present; Capacity problems in upward supply chain 

51-60% Upward supply chain investigated and 2 single source situations 
present; No capacitv problems 

61-70% Upward suppl y chain investigated and 3 single source situations 
present; No capacity problems 

71-80% Upward suppl y chain investigated and 4 single source situations 
present; No capacity problems 

81-90% 
91-100% Upward supply chain investigated and more than five single 

source situation; Also capacity problems OR Upward supply 
chain not investigated 
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Security at the supplier's plant 

Refer to supplier's location, Executed CT-pat and BS 7799 certification. 

In case of no criteria (SRS-E, SRS-M or Other) in the table, it is up to the cluster team to decide what 
probability factor will be indicated. 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% Supplier' s plant is not located in area with high security risk ; 

Supplier executed a C-TPAT or is willing to do this in the 
followi ng 2 months; Supplier is [SO 27001 certified 

11-20% 
21-30% Supplier's plant is not located in area with high security risk; 

Supplier executed a C-TPA T or is willing to do this in the 
following 2 months; Supplier is not TSO 27001 certified 

31-40% 
41 -50% Supplier's plant is not located in area with high security risk; 

Supplier did not execute a C-TPAT or is wil ling to do this in the 
following 2 months; Supplier is lSO27001 certified 

51 -60% 
61-70% Supplier' s plant is located in area with high security risk ; 

Supplier did not execute a C-TPAT or is willing to do this in the 
following 2 months; Supplier is not ISO 27001 certified 

71-80% n.a. 

81-90% n.a. 

91-100% n.a. 

Power cuts 

Refer to installed power system, motoring of the power supply, contingency plans and historical facts . 

In case of no criteria (SRS-E, SRS-M or Other) in the table, it is up to the cluster team to decide what 
probability factor will be indicated. 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% Supplier has Un interruptib le Power Source ; No power cuts have 

been observed in the last year; Supplier has contingency plans in 
place (e.g. emergency generator) ; Power supply is monitored 
constantlv 

11-20% 
21 -30% No power cuts have been observed in the last year; Supplier has 

contingency plans in place (e.g. emergency generator) ; Power 
supply is monitored constantly 

31-40% 
41-50% No power cuts have been observed in the last year; Supplier has 

contingency plans in place (e.g. emergency generator); Power 
supp ly is not monitored constantlv 

51 -60% 
61-70% One or more power cuts have been observed in the last year; 

Supplier has contingency plans in place (e.g. emergency 
generator); Power supply is not monitored constantly 

71-80% 
81-90% Supplier has no Uninterruptible Power Source; One or more 

power cuts have been observed in the last year; Supplier did not 
set up contingency plans; Power supply is not monitored 
constantly 

91 -100% n.a. 
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Transportation risks 

Refer to the supplier' s location, available consignment stock, and way of transport (car, truck, train, boat, 
plane). 

In case of no criteria (SRS-E, SRS-M or Other) in the table, it is up to the cluster team to decide what 
probability fa ctor will be indicated. 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% Supplier's location is in the same country as NXP site or supplier has consignment 

stock in the same country as NXP site; Available transport is _ground/air/sea 

11-20% Supplier' s location is in Europe or USA or supplier has consignment stock in Europe 
or USA. Available transport is ground/air/sea 

21-30% Supplier' s location is outside Europe or USA; Available transport is air/sea 

31-40% 
41-50% Supplier's location is outside Europe or USA; Available transport is sea 

51-60% 
61-70% Supplier's location is outside Europe or USA. Available transport is "sea"; Ports are 

capacity restricted 

71-80% n. a. 

81-90% n.a. 

91-100% n.a. 

Natural hazards 

These are factors that influence a supplier ' s vulnerability to disasters . Disasters can result in damage to 
production facilities, communication links, interruptions in transportation of goods , etc . 

Based on the following factors: 
• The supplier's production facilities are all concentrated in one area and the supplier is unable to 

transfer production to another site in case of an emergency 
• The supplier has production processes or stores materials that are especially susceptible to fires 
• The supplier' s production fac ilities are in the vicinity of water bodies that induce flooding risks 
• The supplier' s production facilities are in the vicinity of known seismic faults or active volcanoes 
• The supplier is located in places where infrastructure provisions are poor or unreliable 
• The supplier has no emergency plans that describe actions to be taken towards relocation of 

production when a production facility becomes unavailable 
• The supplier's production location(s) has/have experienced natural disasters in the past for which 

the cause( s) is/are still present 
How many of the above statements are tme for this supplier? 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% None of the above statements are true for this supplier 

11-20% 4 of the above statements are true for this supplier 

21-30% All of the above statements are true for this supplier 

31 -40% n.a. 

41-50% n.a. 

51-60% n.a. 

61-70% n.a. 

71-80% n.a. 

81-90% n.a. 

91-100% n.a. 
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Economical downturn 

Refer to information from the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Go to 
"http://www.irnf.org/externaVpubs/ft/weo/2006/02/data/weoselagr .aspx" for more information . 

In case of no criteria (SRS-E, SRS-M or Other) in the table, it is up to the cluster team to decide what 
probability f actor will be indicated. 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% Supplier is located in one of the G7 (France, Germany, United 

Kingdom, Italy, Japan, Canada and United States). Supplier's 
coun try has pos itive Growth Domestic Product (GDP) 

11-20% Supplier is located in advanced economy: Austrnlia, Austria, 
Belgium, Canada, Cyprus, Denmark , F inland, France, Germany, 
Greece, Hong Kong SAR, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Ita ly, Japan, 
Korea, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand , Norway, 
Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland , Ta iwan 
Province of China, United Kingdom, United States; 
Supplier's country has pos itive Growth Domesti c Product (GDP) 

21 -30% 
31-40% Supplier is located in advanced economy: Austrnlia, Austria, 

Belgium , Canada, Cyprus, Denmark , Finland, France, Germany, 
Greece, Hong Kong SAR, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Ita ly, Japan, 
Korea, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, 
Portugal, Singapore, Spain , Sweden, Switzerland , Taiwan 
Province of China, United Kingdom, United States; 
Supplier's country has negative Growth Domestic Product 
!GDP) 

4 1-50% 
51-60% Supplier is located in deve loping countries (none of the above 

mentioned). Supplier's country has positive Growth Domestic 
Product /GDP) 

61 -70% 
71 -80% Supplier is located in developing countries (none of IJ1e above 

mentioned). Supplier's coun try has negative GrowiJ1 Domestic 
Product /GDP) 

81-90% n.a. 

91-100% n.a. 
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Political situation 

Refer to data from the World Bank. Go to "info.worldbank.org/govemance" and choose option 2: 
"Comparison for one governance indicator across a number of countries". Then choose: "Political 
stability/No violence". Choose the country and check the percentile rank. 

In case of no criteria (SRS-E, SRS-M or Other) in the table, it is up to the cluster team to decide what 
probability factor will be indicated. 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% 90'h 

- lOO'h percentil e 

11-20% 
21-30% 75 th - 90 '' percentile 

31-40% 50th 
- 75 th percentile 

41-50% 
51-60% 25 th - 50'' percentile 

61-70% 
7 L-80% 10th - 25 th percentile 

81-90% 
91-100% 0 - 10th percentile 

Market characteristics 

Refer to comparison between supplier's market share and total market size. Also supplier' s capability of 
adjustment 

In case of no criteria (SRS-E, SRS-M or Other) in the table, it is up to the cluster team to decide what 
probability factor will be indicated. 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% Normal profit margins, Supplier can cope with market growth; 

Market size is not too large for the supplier 

11-20% 
21-30% 
31-40% 
41-50% Low profit margins, Supplier cannot cope with market growth; 

Market size is too large for the supplier 

51-60% n. a. 

61-70% n.a. 

71-80% n.a. 

81 -90% n.a. 

91 -1 00% n.a. 
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Terrorism 

Refer to the Internet page: "http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/ter_glo_ter_ind-te1T0rism-global
indicator". Select supplier's country and note the Global Te1TOrism Indicator. 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% Global terrorism indicator= 0 - 1 

11-20% Global terrorism indicator= 2 -3 

21-30% Global terrorism indicator= 4 -5 

31-40% n.a . 

41-50% n.a. 

51-60% n. a. 

61-70% n. a. 

71-80% n.a. 

81-90% n.a. 

91- 100% n.a. 

Exchange rate 

Refer to the currency of the supplier' s trade (Euro, Dollar, Yen or a different cmrency) and the 
conformance to treasure guidelines for natural hedging. 

Probability Criteria 
0-10% Sales from this supplier are in same currency as NXP sales($) 

and conform guideli nes for "natural hedging" . 

11-20% Sales from thi s supplier are in Euro(€) and conform guidelines 
for "natural hed2ing". 

21-30% Sales from this supplier are in Yen(¥) and conform guidelines 
for Hnatural hedging". 

31-40% Sales from thi s supplier are in same currency as NXP sales ($) 

41-50% Sales from thi s supp lier are in Euro(€) 

51-60% Sales from this supp lier are in Yen(¥) 

61-70% Sales from thi s supplier are not in$, C or¥ but other stable 
currency 

71-80% Sales from thi s supplier are not in $, C or¥ but other unstable 
currency 

81-90% n.a. 

91-100% n.a. 
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5.2 Conclusions of the full supplier risk analysis 

When all fields that have been explained in the former paragraph have been entered, the excel program 
automatically makes three figures: "Supl risks per supl per factor" , "Supl risk per supl per category" and 
"Supply risk level per supplier". These figures give a good overview of the risk situation. In the first figure , 
a column diagram indicates the heights of the supply risk factors per supplier. In this way, the severeness of 
every supply risk factor of every supplier can be found. If you want to observe the height of the supply risk 
categories per supplier, you can open the second figure. The third figure only shows the risk levels per 
supplier. This is for indication use only, because completely different risks can be of the same height! Do 
not draw conclusions on just this figure!!! 

Sheet 9, "Calculation sheet", is only needed for calculation purposes. Therefore, this sheet should not be 
touched! Examples of the resulting figures can be found in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: Result examples for full supplier risk analysis 
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6. Step 5: NXP Attractiveness Analysis 

Besides "judging" the suppliers on their risk factors / areas is should also be considered how a specific 
supplier regards NXP. It is of no use demanding a supplier that sees NXP as a nuisance, to improve e.g. 
their quality. In order to be able to make a decision concerning which suppliers can be "pushed", an NXP 
attractiveness analysis is necessary. In this NXP attractiveness analysis, NXP as a customer is analyzed. 
Both in terms of the purchase expenditure with a supplier (relative value to this supplier) and the 
attractiveness as a customer. In the following paragraph the questions that need to be answered by the 
cluster/ commodity teams are explained . 

6. 1 Explanation of questions 

Remark: Because the SRS is still under construction, answers related to the SRS-E and SRS-M can be 
different than indicated. 

Question 1: 
"The supplier is able to make a profit on sales to NXP" 

The answer to this question is: 
• True if e.g. analysis shows that the profit margins of our supplier are significant enough 
• False if not true or if you don ' t know for sure 

Question 2: 
"Turnover of the supplier with NXP is growing on a level above inflation" 

The answer to this question is: 
• True if our purchase expenditure with this company is growing accordingly 
• False if not true or if you don ' t know for sure 

Question 3: 
"Actual increase of turnover equals forecasted growth" 

The answer to this question is : 
• True if we meet our targets with this supplier 
• False if not true or if you don ' t know for sw·e 

Question 4: 
"NXP is an important customer (e.g. #1 or 2 for this segment)" 

The answer to this question is : 
• True if it can be argumented clearly how important and to whom 
• False if not true or if you don ' t know for sure 

Question 5: 
"Help from NXP brings Time To Market improvement" 

The answer to this question is: 
• True if e.g. our projects with them or projects involving Natlab, CFT or other parts of NXP add 

value to the supplier and our role in it is recognised 
• False if not true or if you don ' t know for sure 

Question 6: 
"The supplier is satisfied with the payment conditions/pe1formance of NXP" 

The answer to this question is: 
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• True if we pay as we agreed with them and they have not complained about this agreement. 
• False if not true or if you don't know for sure 

Question 7: 
"The roadmaps of NXP and the supplier are in line with each other" 

The answer to this question is: 
• True if there a.re written roadmaps and analysis/minutes that show relations 

In relation to SRS Equipment- Technology - Supplier Technology roadmap 
• False if not true or if you don ' t know for sure 

Question 8: 
"Our business depends significantly on the supplies/service of this supplier" 

The answer to this question is: 
• True if a significant part of our business depends on the supplies/service of this company. 
• False if NXP is not at all dependent on this supplier or if you don' t know for sure 

Question 9: 
"The relative value of NXP as a customer compared to other customers" 

This is rated for an indication only. Do an educated guess based on: 
• The turnover of NXP with this supplier compared to the total turnover of the supplier 
• The number of customers we believe this supplier has 
• The profit this company makes on sales to NXP compared to the total profit of the supplier 
• The total profit they make. 
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6.2 Conclusions of the NXP Attractiveness Analysis 

The answers to all questions that have been explained in paragraph 6.1 result in a figure. In the excel file 
this is sheet 11 "Figure NXP Attract.Analysis". The answers that have been filled in, in sheet l O "NXP 
Attract.Analysis" result in a figure from which it can be concluded what kind of customer NXP is for this 
specific supplier. NXP can be a (also see Figure 18): 
1. Nuisance 

NXP can be lost without pain, is given low attention and is of low interest to this supplier. 
2. Exploitable 

NXP is driven to pay the premium price, the supplier is looking for short-term advantage but there is a 
risk for the supplier to loose NXP as a customer. 

3. Core 
Supplier cossets NXP, does not want to loose NXP as a client and gives high service and response 

4. Development 
Supplier wants to nurture client, tries to expend their business and seeks for new opportunities 

.c 
C> 

:i: 
•l 

0 

Exploitable Core 

Nuisance Development 

NXP Attractiveness 

Figure 18: Figure for NXP attractiveness analysis 

~ -
100 

From the combination of the product portfolio and the NXP attractiveness analysis a NXP - supplier 
match/mismatch analysis can be executed. Figure 19 on the next page shows the possible combinations 
and the ways to handle these. 
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NXP's view towards the product 

Don 't invest in the relationship. Change supplier 
when supplier under-performs 

Good match; Standardization of processes 

Healthy starting point; Try to reduce risk in 
order to move to leverage and routine boxes 

D Change supplier 

Danger! Try change supplier; If this is not possible, 
then try to change supplier's view towards NXP 

Figure 19: NXP - Supplier match/mismatch analysis 
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